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Changes from the WP43S to the WP43C 2020-04-15

THIS DOCUMENT IS A WORK IN PROGRESS

BLACK - No changes (only image updates)


ORANGE- Minor changes


RED - Major changes

https://forum.swissmicros.com/viewtopic.php?f=2&t=2216


 
WP43S and WP43C 

The keyboard layouts of the WP43S and DM42 are almost completely different. Even the arithmetic keys are 
in different places! This is deliberate: a poll of prospective users found that having the arithmetic keys on the 
left, as per the HP35, HP41C, etc., was the popular preference. Because of this, a fork of the WP43S project 
(known as WP43C) was started. This uses the WP43S code but with the changes necessary to map its 
functions to the DM42 keyboard.  

Those of you familiar with the previous WP34S will be relieved to hear that absolutely no keyboard stickers 
are required! Note that the WP43C fork includes some further changes to the user interface and a few 
experimental features that are not (yet?) present in the main WP43S code, but fundamentally it is still the 
WP43S and is entirely dependent upon it. 

Loading and running the WP43C firmware (More details)  

First, make sure that your DM42 is fully updated. The DMCP version should be at least 3.15. 

Download the WP43C firmware: typically “43C_29L2.pgm”. 

Save your calculator’s current state: Shift-0 (SETUP), 2 (Calc State), 2 (Save State). 

Turn on your DM42 and activate the USB disk. Shift-0 (SETUP) and select option 1 (FILE), 3 (Activate 
USB disk). 

Make a back-up of the state file on your computer. Copy the WP43C firmware file that you have 
already downloaded into the DM42’s flash memory. Eject / unmount. 

Run WP43C firmware: Shift-0 (SETUP), 5 (System), 2 (Enter System Menu), 4 (Reset to DMCP menu). 
3 (Load Program). Select WP43C.pgm file. 

What can you do now? 

The number, arithmetic, ENTER, and scientific function keys work in the expected way. 

Shift-0 (SETUP) brings up a three-line menu called the HOME menu. Other keys (e.g., BASE or PROB) 
may also bring up menus with up to three rows. 

To select a menu function in the bottom row, just press the function key below it. 

To select a menu function in the middle row, press “shift” (an “f” appears in the display when you do this) 
followed by the function key.  

To select a menu function in the top row, press “shift” twice (a “g” appears in the display when you do 
this) followed by the function key. 

With the HOME menu displayed, the up- and down-arrow keys cycle through a range of different menus.  

The keyboard layout (see the diagram elsewhere in the document) shows that each key has a yellow- 
and a blue-shifted function. The yellow function comes from a single shift press; the blue function from a 
double shift press. 

You can’t see the blue shifted functions on the keyboard but they are all available from menus (Ed. And 
on the keyboard, sort of invisible labels). 

Some menu options have a diagonal “strike through” line. These are options that haven’t been coded yet. 

          Page written by Nigel (UK) 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1. Intro

https://forum.swissmicros.com/viewtopic.php?f=2&t=2216
http://cocoon-creations.com/download/wp43c_installation2.pdf
https://forum.swissmicros.com/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=239


The keyboard differences compared:  

 

WP43C 
LAYOUT 1B 
(DM42 KEY OVERLAY)

WP43C 
LAYOUT 42B 
(UNMODIFIED DM42)

WP43S 
(DM42 KEY LABELS & 
KEY OVERLAY)

SIN, COS, TAN Unshifted keys Unshifted keys TRI softmenu
ASIN, ACOS, ATAN f shifted keys f shifted keys TRI softmenu
1/x, ln, yx, x2, ex Unshifted keys Unshifted keys Unshifted
𝛑, 10x, x√y, √x, log Unshifted keys Unshifted keys N/A
RMD INTS softmenu INTS softmenu f-shifted key
RND / ROUND f shifted key f shifted key DISP softmenu
SF, CF FLAGS softmenu FLAGS softmenu f and g shifted keys
d.ms f shifted key
FILL STK menu STK menu f shifted key

Alpha mode: caps 
lock f shifted key, also up/dn keys

f shifted key, also up/dn 
keys

Up/Dn keys alternating 
between menu change 
and shift state change

LASTx f shifted key f shifted key Not on key. RCL L.
% f shifted key f shifted key N/A
x! f shifted key

𝚺+ Direct key, re-configurable
Direct key, re-
configurable STAT softmenu

TRI Direct key
Reconfigurable 
normal keys 𝚺+ can be reconfigured 𝚺+ can be reconfigured N/A
USER mode key 
ASSIGN packs 3 custom packs 3 custom packs N/A
UNDO f shifted key g shifted key f-shifted key. Not active.

Screen shot SHIFT + DISP SHIFT + DISP —

PROB & �  softmenu

MODE �  softmenus

Softmenu from �

MODE & �  softmenus

Softmenu from �

PROB & �  softmenu
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WP43C Layout 1C WP43S

2. Key arrangements

WP43C Layout 1C WP43S

To redo screenshots

https://forum.swissmicros.com/viewtopic.php?f=2&t=2216
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Sequence not as per DM42 keys

The EXP menu is 
re-arranged but 
largely remains 

the same as in the WP43S and menu items 
were added to align with the DM42 top row.

A few softmenu arrangements were changed from the original WP43S allocations. Some 
details are shown below:

The CPX menu is a re-
arranged but largely 

remains the same as in 
the WP43S. Menu items were added for CC 
(original WP43S) & COMPLEX (42S style).

The TRIG menu is not on a keyboard label, as 
the actual SIN/COS/TAN keys are available on 
the DM42.

Stack related functions were added 
to the STK menu for convenience.

3. Menu arrangements

[g] EXP

[g] HOME: TRIG TRI

Added FN keys to 
better align with top line 
f-keys, for the purpose 
of having primary (non-
shifted) functions 
available.

[f] STK [g] STKFILL added as it was 
removed from the keys, and 
�  added as it was removed 
from Layout 42C.

WP43C WP43S

Complex entry options: 
  - COMPLEX: HP42S 
  - CC: WP43S

[g] CPX [g] CPX

[g] EXP

RECT/POLAR 
swapped around to 
align with �  

UNIT moved into CONV. On Layout 
42B, UNIT is not available on g[5].

[f] CONV: UNIT [g] U>
Full text used on unit 
categories, not single letter 
abbreviations. 

       �  was moved to CLK

TRIG and EXP menu re-
arranged to follow the 
SIN/COS/TAN 
sequence of the keys. 

TRIG is available from 
� , with additions to 
facilitate angle mode 
change. >R & >P are the 
new context sensitive 
functions.

https://forum.swissmicros.com/viewtopic.php?f=2&t=2216
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4. Config, settings and modes

Input modes: Default entry behaviour of the WP43S 
is to assume the Longint type when a number is 
entered, unless a decimal point or EEX is typed 
indicating REAL, or a # is typed indicating Shortint. 
The input modes were added to WP43C to change 
the default input type: 
  
i LI/RL  Longint / Real (as per WP43S) **. 
i REAL  REAL 
i CPX  Complex 
i LI  Longint 
i SI  Shortint 

Other options: 
RECT/POLAR Notation ** 
eRPN  Prevents ENTER to copy X to Y 
SETSIG Precision setting ** 
DEG/RAD/GRAD/MUL𝛑/d.ms ADM ** 

GAP  Decimal digit spacing ** 
DSTACK Displayed stack levels ** 
ROUND, ROUNDI, RDP, RSD Rounding ** 
FIX, SCI, ENG, ALL Display Format ** 
SIG  Displays significant digits and 
  zeroes insignificant digits. 
UNIT  Uses ENG format, but replaces  
  10^n with SI prefixes k, M, etc. 

�  screen 1 
Re-arranged, but as per the WP43S OM and ReM. 

�  screen 2 
Re-arranged, but as per the WP43S OM and ReM. 
Arranged that all relevant options, changed by the 
region selections, immediately update upon change. 

�  screen 3 
WP43C specific settings: 

• HOME makes �  (instead of MyMenu)  
                 the base screen  

• ⍺HOME makes the ALPHA menu (instead of  
                 Mya) the base during alpha entry 

• HOME.3 Activates triple press for �  
• SH.3T Activates the triple shift timer 
• SH_4s Activates the 4 second shift cancel 
• fg LINE Activates underlining of the active  

                 softmenu cell 
• fg DOTS Activates the dot indication of shifts 
• G 2TAP Activates double tap FN keys to  

                select g[FN] 

• �  ASN Key Packs 

[f] MODE

[f] DISP

[f] CFG

https://forum.swissmicros.com/viewtopic.php?f=2&t=2216
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�  Base screen settings:  
Select base screen to be � . If not selected, it defaults to MyMenu, as per WP43S. The options are not fully 
implemented as yet and depends on the completion of the MyMenu functionality of the WP43S. 

�  Triple press keyboard calls � :  
When selected, a triple shift brings up the �  menu. Another triple shift removes it. EXIT removes it. 

�  4 Second shift cancelling:  
Activates f/g automatic shift cancelling 4 seconds after the last shift press. 

�  eRPN switch:  
When selected, ENTER does not duplicate X to Y. 

�  Input mode setting:  
This setting forces the default input mode. To test, use CLSTK which is conveniently placed on Longpress CLR: 
  i LI/RL  Default input mode is Long integer with automatic change to real & short integer types   
  i REAL  Real type 
  i CPX  Real complex type 
  i LI  Long integer type 

5. Operational modes and settings

[f] MODE

Base screen 
settings

HOME.3 & SH.3T switch 
keyboard control

eRPN 
switch

4 Second f & g 
shift cancelling.

Input mode setting

WP43C

[f] MODE[f] MODE: CFG3

Table of special calculator key operations: 

Backspace once pressed does CLX. 

Backspace pressed twice does a DROP. 

Backspace long pressed does CLSTK.

Shift once pressed shifts to f or g. Shift triple pressed pops HOME on and off. 

Shift long pressed does the same - times out from f to g to popping HOME on or off.


With no menu visible: 
Up/Dn goes to SHOW, cycling through registers X, Y, Z, T, A, B, C, D, L, I, J, K back to X …

F1 through F6 calls the math function in white, i.e. � 


With softmenus visible: 
Up/Dn cycles through the menu pages as per 43S.

F1..F6 short pressed executes the bottom line of functions

F1..F6 long pressed cycles through first the f[fn], then the g[fn], then times out to NOP. Releasing the key 
executes the displayed function.

F1..F6 double clicked executes the g[fn], if the �  is set.

Σ+ can be configured to have many different functions in NORMAL mode (see �  ). There are  


To redo screenshots

https://forum.swissmicros.com/viewtopic.php?f=2&t=2216
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[f] PROB

7. Numerous menu improvements

(HOME menu):[f] BASE

6. BASE menu

Factorial is not on the keyboard hence 
this function was placed in the 
softmenus, in the PROBability menu as 
well as in the �  menu.

The BASE menu has easily available 
commonly used word sizes as well 
commonly used number bases shortcuts. 

Shortcuts: 
WSIZE shortcuts 
Number base shortcuts 
A-F for Hex entry

BASE Menu 

• 64-, 32-, 16-, 8-BIT WSIZE shortcuts 
• HEX/DEC/OCT/BIN BASE shortcuts 
• LEAD0  Leading zeroes ** 
• WSIZE  Word size ** 
• >LI<>SI  Convert Longint to Shortint 
• ##>INT  As WP43S # 
• A..F   Hex digits 
            
        ** As per the WP43S OM and ReM. 

  Layout 42B keyboard, [f] [4] 
  Layout 1B keyboard, [f] [1] 

Add

https://forum.swissmicros.com/viewtopic.php?f=2&t=2216
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8. ALPHA mode HOME menu

Moved all the alpha mode 
commands/menus into a 
ALPHA HOME menu due to 
congestion on the re-
arranged alpha keys

Re-arranged the alpha keys 
to follow the HP42S / DM42 
sequence

WP43C Upper 
Case Alpha

WP43C Lower 
Case Alpha

MyAlpha menu - not 
yet available

Alpha Home Menu

Alpha HOME Shortcuts 

The ALPHA mode keyboard changes were made to keep the letters in the same sequence as the DM42 key layout. 
This change from WP43S caused the special function keys to disappear, therefore aHOME softmenu was developed.  

Four special blue keys in Alpha mode, are located on the bottom row. These keys are 
unmarked and not on the calculator key plate. 

Three special yellow keys remained in Alpha mode. These keys are in the top row and 
are not marked on the calculator key plate.  

Caps Lock

Add

https://forum.swissmicros.com/viewtopic.php?f=2&t=2216
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FIX 3 SCI 3 ENG 3

ALL 3 SIG 3

[f] DISP [g] DISP

UNIT 3

UNIT changes to ENG display mode and 
replaces the exponent with the appropriate 
metric unit prefix, i.e.


Tera-  T 
Giga-  G 
Mega-  M 
kilo-  k 
milli-  m 
micro-  µ 
nano-  n 
pico-  p 
femto-  f

9. Display modes: SIG & UNIT 

The DISP menu was re-arranged to 
accommodate the new SIG and UNIT display 
modes, all in a single row.

FIX fixes the number 
of digits to the right of 
the radix.

SCI fixes the number 
of digits to the right 
of the radix.

ENG fixes the number 
of digits to one more 
than setting. Exponent 
in multiples of 3.

UNIT fixes the total 
number of digits to one 
more than setting, with 
SI unit prefixes

SIG fixes the total 
number of digits to 
one more than the 
setting.

WP43C WP43S

                    ALL 0                                          ALL 4                                          SIG 4              UNIT 4 
                    3.141 592 653 589 793x10^-6                    3.141 592 653 589 793x10^-6                    3.141 6 x 10^-6    3.141 6 µ 
                    3.141 592 653 589 793x10^-5                    3.141 592 653 589 793x10^-5                    3.141 6 x 10^-5     31.416 µ 
                    3.141 592 653 589 793x10^-4                    0.000 314 159 265 359                          0.000 314 16        314.16 µ 
                    3.141 592 653 589 793x10^-3                    0.003 141 592 653 59                           0.003 141 6        3.141 6 m 
                    3.141 592 653 589 793x10^-2                    0.031 415 926 535 898                          0.031 416           31.416 m 
                    3.141 592 653 589 793x10^-1                    0.314 159 265 358 979                          0.314 16            314.16 m 
                    3.141 592 653 589 793                          3.141 592 653 589 793                          3.141 6              3.141 6 
                   31.415 926 535 897 93                          31.415 926 535 897 93                          31.416                 31.416 
                  314.159 265 358 979 3                          314.159 265 358 979 3                          314.16                  314.16 
                3 141.592 653 589 793                          3 141.592 653 589 793                          3 141.6                3.141 6 k 
               31 415.926 535 897 93                          31 415.926 535 897 93                          31 416.                  31.416 k 
              314 159.265 358 979 3                          314 159.265 358 979 3                          314 160.                  314.16 k 
            3 141 592.653 589 793                          3 141 592.653 589 793                          3 141 600.                 3.141 6 M 
           31 415 926.535 897 93                          31 415 926.535 897 93                          31 416 000.                  31.416 M 
          314 159 265.358 979 3                          314 159 265.358 979 3                          314 160 000.                  314.16 M 
        3 141 592 653.589 793                          3 141 592 653.589 793                          3 141 600 000.                 3.141 6 G 
       31 415 926 535.897 93                          31 415 926 535.897 93                          31 416 000 000.                  31.416 G 
      314 159 265 358.979 3                          314 159 265 358.979 3                          314 160 000 000.                  314.16 G 
    3 141 592 653 589.793                          3 141 592 653 589.793                          3 141 600 000 000.                 3.141 6 T 
   31 415 926 535 897.93                          31 415 926 535 897.93                          31 416 000 000 000.                  31.416 T 
  314 159 265 358 979.3                          314 159 265 358 979.3                          314 160 000 000 000.                  314.16 T 
3 141 592 653 589 793.                         3 141 592 653 589 793.                         3 141 600 000 000 000.             3.141 6x10^15 
                    3.141 592 653 589 793x10^16                    3.141 592 653 589 793x10^16                    3.141 6x10^16  3.141 6x10^16

SIG originates from a hpmuseum forum post by Bit and Nigel, implemented 
on the WP34S, WP31S & WP34C and operates like a variable FIX, 
automatically adjusting ‘FIX level’ to always maintain the number of 
significant digits as opposed to number of decimals. Examples below:

                    SIG 4               UNIT 4      
Pi / 1e5            3.141 6 x 10^-5   31.416 µ 
Pi / 1e4            0.000 314 16     314.16 µ  
Pi / 1e3            0.003 141 6        3.141 6 m 
Pi / 1e2            0.031 416         31.416 m 
Pi / 1e1            0.314 16         314.16 m  
Pi                  3.141 6            3.141 6        
Pi x 1e1           31.416             31.416    
Pi x 1e2          314.16             314.16     
Pi x 1e3        3 141.6                3.141 6 k 
Pi x 1e4       31 416.                31.416 k  
Pi x 1e5      314 160.               314.16 k   
Pi x 1e6    3 141 600.                 3.141 6 M 
Pi x 1e7   31 416 000.                31.416 M                    

https://www.hpmuseum.org/forum/archive/index.php?thread-3029-1.html
https://www.hpmuseum.org/forum/archive/index.php?thread-3029-1.html
https://forum.swissmicros.com/viewtopic.php?f=2&t=2216
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SIG originates from a hpmuseum forum post by Bit and Nigel, implemented on the 
WP34S, WP31S & WP34C and operates like a variable FIX, automatically adjusting ‘FIX 
level’ to always maintain the number of significant digits as opposed to number of 
decimals. Examples below:

  

                    SIG 4               UNIT 4      
                    3.141 6 x 10^-5   31.416 µ 
                    0.000 314 16     314.16 µ  
                    0.003 141 6        3.141 6 m 
                    0.031 416         31.416 m 
                    0.314 16         314.16 m  
                    3.141 6            3.141 6        
                   31.416             31.416    
                  314.16             314.16     
                3 141.6                3.141 6 k 
               31 416.                31.416 k  
              314 160.               314.16 k   
            3 141 600.                 3.141 6 M 
           31 416 000.                31.416 M                     
          314 160 000.               314.16 M 
        3 141 600 000.                 3.141 6 G 
       31 416 000 000.                31.416 G 
      314 160 000 000.               314.16 G 
    3 141 600 000 000.                 3.141 6 T 
   31 416 000 000 000.                31.416 T 
  314 160 000 000 000.               314.16 T 
3 141 600 000 000 000.          3.141 6x10^15 
         3.141 6x10^16          3.141 6x10^16              

10. SI prefixes 

�  menu has 9 unit prefixes, i.e. femto, pico, nano, micro, 
milli, kilo and Mega, Giga and Tera, which work as 
multipliers. Example: [.p] divides the X register by 1 000 
000 000 000. 

Example: 12 [g] [.k] renders 12 000   If X is type Longint, the resulting X will also be type Longint.

https://www.hpmuseum.org/forum/archive/index.php?thread-3029-1.html
https://forum.swissmicros.com/viewtopic.php?f=2&t=2216
https://www.hpmuseum.org/forum/archive/index.php?thread-3029-1.html
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�  SCREEN

Notes: 

1. �  screen gets activated by � � �  or � � � . 

2. Same sequence, or �  to remove the �  screen. 

3. General modes. 4 screens with various useful menus items from 
various different menus screens combined. 

4. �  �  wrap around to the top screen, in both directions.

11. HOME MENU for LAYOUT 1 :  Layout for real label WP43C

�

Home menus changed. Recapture.

https://forum.swissmicros.com/viewtopic.php?f=2&t=2216
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   BLUE       LABEL 

   

Notes: 

1. HOME screen gets activated by � � �  or � � . 

2. Same sequence, or �  to remove the HOME screen. 

3. Blue labels: Press �  to get 3 legend screens showing the blue labels, as the arrows 
indicate. The menu shows in the actual layout on the keyboard, so a sequence can be 
seen and remembered. The 3 screens are in a way active help to show where the blue 
commands are. 

4. General modes. The same 4 general screens with various useful menus and items 
from various different menus screens combined. See Layout 1B for details. 

5. �  �  wrap around to the top screen, in both directions.

12. HOME MENU for LAYOUT 42 :  for unmodified DM42

Simulator showing hidden blue 
labels on unmodified DM42

Unmodified DM42, no blue 
labels, showing original yellow 
labels. 


(OFFIMG is a close up picture of the 
Nefertiti bust in Charlottenburg, 

�  SCREEN

Type to enter text

Home menus changed. Recapture.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nefertiti_Bust
https://forum.swissmicros.com/viewtopic.php?f=2&t=2216
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nefertiti_Bust
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13. HOME MENU & KEYS PACKS : Layout 1 (template + sim)

Direction 
Up Arrow

Direction 
Dn Arrow

Selects 2 
summary 
screens.

Selects a replica 
of all 7 keyboard 
rows, i.e. 37 keys 
and all f-functions 
and g-functions 
on the keyboard. 
This updates in 
USER mode for 
assigned keys.

Selects 7 rows of 
f-functions and 
g-functions, 
together with the 
fixed primary 
functions 
remaining 
constant,  
according to the 
white marked FN 
keys.  

FIXED FN row

4 HOME 
screens

KEYS: UΣ_CC pack selected

KEYS: U↑_CC pack selected

KEYS: U_SHFT pack selected

KEYS: Various 1-key packs

PRGM USER Σ+ ⍺ CC g MyM

1. The HOME g-function guide 
expanded to include a dynamic 
replica of keys assigned by 
KEYS and ASN, thanks to the 
idea from Nigel and Jaco’s code. 

2. There are three CheckBox 
options (thanks to Dani’s idea & 
code) to enable 3 g-fn guide 
screen options below the HOME 
screen menus. See top left. 

3. This is not only on the WP43C’s 
Layout42, but on both layouts, as 
the key allocation updates 
automatically. 

KEYS assigned packs

https://forum.swissmicros.com/viewtopic.php?f=2&t=2216
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14. HOME MENU & KEYS PACKS: Layout 42 (DM42 keyboard)

Direction 
Up Arrow

Direction 
Dn Arrow

Selects 2 
summary 
screens.

Selects a replica 
of all 7 keyboard 
rows, i.e. 37 keys 
and all f-functions 
and g-functions 
on the keyboard. 
This updates in 
USER mode for 
assigned keys.

Selects 7 rows of 
f-functions and 
g-functions, 
together with the 
fixed primary 
functions 
remaining 
constant,  
according to the 
white marked FN 
keys.  

FIXED FN row

4 HOME 
screens

KEYS: UΣ_CC pack selected

KEYS: U↑_CC pack selected

KEYS: U_SHFT pack selected

KEYS: Various 1-key packs

PRGM USER Σ+ ⍺ CC g MyM

1. The HOME g-function guide 
expanded to include a dynamic 
replica of keys assigned by KEYS 
and ASN, thanks to the idea from 
Nigel and Jaco’s code. 

2. There are three CheckBox 
options (thanks to Dani’s idea & 
code) to enable 3 g-fn guide 
screen options below the HOME 
screen menus. See top left. 

3. This is not only on the WP43C’s 
Layout42, but on both layouts, as 
the key allocation updates 
automatically. 

KEYS assigned packs

https://forum.swissmicros.com/viewtopic.php?f=2&t=2216


WP43C provides reconfigurable USER mode keys, as well as a single reconfigurable [𝝨+] key in normal 
mode. The assignment of USER to [𝝨+] in USER mode, as well as [𝝨+] in normal mode allows very easy 
swapping between the selected user profile and normal mode. 

ASN or ASSIGN is not yet implemented by 43S. This promises to be a major feature, and I want to use the 
43S engine for that using the ASN command.  

In the mean time, we added an assign function in the KEYS menu in order to provide individual assignment 
and package groups of keyboard layouts. 

Pre-packed Profiles or KEYS are combinations of preset groups of assigned keys, to do a quick 
reconfiguration of multiple keys. 

  

PPP has three USER MODE packages and a RESET at this point: 
 

[𝝨+] 
f[𝝨+] 
g[𝝨+]

CC  as per WP43S OM 
SI<<  X: To dec [.d]; and from dec to ShortInt  
>>LI  X: To dec [.d]; and from dec to Longint 

[𝝨+] 
f[𝝨+] 
g[𝝨+] 
g[ENTER]

MyMenu as per WP43S OM 
SI<<  X: To dec [.d]; and from dec to ShortInt  
>>LI  X: To dec [.d]; and from dec to Longint  
CC  as per WP34S OM

[𝝨+] 
SIN 
COS, TAN 
f[SIN] 
g[SIN]

USER  as per WP43S OM 
TRIG  menu 
f-SHIFT, g-SHIFT 
USER 
RTN 
NOTE: [𝝨+] is “USER” in U and normal modes.

Set a keyboard function to user mode

Shortcut to USER on primary function key

Resets all user mode setting

�

�

Combined packaged modes: This case was 
�  and � .

�

�

�

�

�
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15. ASSIGN & Key Packs (KEYS)

Keyboard function assign. Method will be 
depreciated when WP43S ASN works. 

[𝝨+] assignment in Normal mode.

https://forum.swissmicros.com/viewtopic.php?f=2&t=2216
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Temporary sa mple data is provided in registers 10 through 20:


• the sum of cubes = 42 constants to registers, for testing purposes. R14-R17

• the sum of Cubes = 3 constants to registers, for testing purposes. R10-R13


• To use the data for the example sum of cubes = 3, type: R 

• RCL11 3 [y^x] RCL12 [y^x] RCL13  [y^x] + +  

• Pi fraction to 37 digits: http://qin.laya.com/tech_projects_approxpi.html

• To use, type: RCL19 RCL20 / to get 37 digits of pi, but only 34 will be in the REAL stack.


	 � 

	 Sample data: R20 not shown.


Do ensure you do a RESET from the CLR/CLEAR menu to load the demo registers.
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16. Sample data for testing

https://forum.swissmicros.com/viewtopic.php?f=2&t=2216
http://qin.laya.com/tech_projects_approxpi.html


The following menu and key labels have changed. When using the WP43S documentation, ensure you use 
the correct text! 

WP43S WP43C WP43C location. Comment.
/ Divide Primary key. Change in simulator only, not on DM42.

sin SIN Primary key. As per DM42.

cos COS Primary key. As per DM42.

tan TAN Primary key. As per DM42.

arcsin ASIN Primary key. As per DM42.

arccos ACOS Primary key. As per DM42.

arctan ATAN Primary key. As per DM42.

α.FN αSTR Yellow label: [f] [4]. Switch to alphanumeric mode.

E EEX Primary key. Change in simulator only, not on DM42.

ln LN Primary key. As per DM42.

lg LOG Primary key. As per DM42.

R⬅ ➔R Blue label: [g] SIN. Changed arrow direction due to location.

P/R PRGM Yellow label: [f] [R/S]

RBR REGS Blue label: g[Up]. Register viewer

STATUS FLAG.V Blue label: g[Dn]. Global flag viewer

TRI TRIG Not on keyboard anymore, only on menu.

U➔ UNIT Blue label: [g] [5]. Unit conversions.

∠➔ CONV Yellow label: [f] [5]. DEG/RAD/… conversions.

+/- CHS Primary key. Change in simulator only, not on DM42.

CATALOG CAT Yellow label: [f] [+].

CC COMPLEX
Yellow label on [f] [ENTER]. To compose and decompose 
complex numbers.

eRPN Additional mode setting. Menu item.

eRPN? Additional mode setting confirmation. Menu item.

HOME.3 Additional mode setting. Menu item.

HOME.3? Additional mods setting confirmation. Menu item.

Additional menu system. Menu.

UNIT Additional display mode (k, M, G ….). Menu item.

SIG Additional display mode floating decimal point. Menu item.

ALPHA Additional alpha entry mode menu.

BASE Additional shortcut menu to change to bases. Menu.

➔BIN Additional shortcut for conversion to base. Menu item.

➔OCT Additional shortcut for conversion to base. Menu item.

➔DEC Additional shortcut for conversion to base. Menu item.

➔HEX Additional shortcut for conversion to base. Menu item.

8-BIT Additional shortcut in BASE to set WS. Menu item.

16-BIT Additional shortcut in BASE to set WS. Menu item.

32-BIT Additional shortcut in BASE to set WS. Menu item.

64-BIT Additional shortcut in BASE to set WS. Menu item.

GRAPH

Axis Xmin, Xmax, Ymax, Ymin, TICK DY, TICK DX

S.SHOT Screen capture to /SCREENS/

GRF.HLP
Help on input of axis parameters 

PLTGRF Command to start graph

�
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17. Text changes

Needs to be updated
Compare with items.c

https://forum.swissmicros.com/viewtopic.php?f=2&t=2216
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18. ELEC MENU part 1

99 TEMP

98 Iz

97 Iy

96 Ix

95 Vz

94 Vy

93 Vx

92 Zz

91 Zy

90 Zx

T

Z

Y

X

T

Z

Y

X

2

1

3

0.333

0.5

1

189

203

232

567

406

232 401.7

T

Z

Y

X

AB

BC

CA

A

B

C

0

1

2

A

B

C

   
    http://www.ece.uidaho.edu/ee/power/ECE525/Lectures/L15/L15.pdf

Enter [2,1,3] as the delta connected impedance 
            Convert to star equivalent 
                          Star result 
                                         Store into triple memory Z 
                                                        Enter star connected voltages 
                                                                  Store into triple registers V 
                                                                              Compute I=V/Z 
                                                                                             

                                                                                                                     Average: + + 3 /     
                                                                                                                                    401.78 A                                                                                     

The ELEC menu is an attempt to evaluate the 
concept of an application module of 
programmed complex math (coded in C), using 
the 43S functions written for RPN. 


The ELEC module is based on the standard 
electrical engineering formulas below:

Example calculation: Calculate the line currents from an 
unbalanced system fed from an unbalanced voltage:

http://www.ece.uidaho.edu/ee/power/ECE525/Lectures/L15/L15.pdf
http://www.ece.uidaho.edu/ee/power/ECE525/Lectures/L15/L15.pdf
https://forum.swissmicros.com/viewtopic.php?f=2&t=2216
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19. ELEC MENU part 2

1. Storage into triple registers 
2. Calculations 
3. Conversions

1. Storage into triple registers 
   �  impedance matrix , �  voltage matrix, store/recall current matrix 

2. Calculations 
   Ohm’s law calculations: Z=V/I;  V=IZ;  I=V/Z 
   Create a three phase balanced quantity X, aX, aaX 
   Parallel calc : X || Y converted to X.  
   All calculations: Real or Complex. 

3. Conversions 
   Wye (star) to Delta 
   Delta to Wye 
   Three phase to sequence components 

4. Angle mode / Angle conversion / Rectangular / Polar 
   Angle mode settings for most common engineering DEG / RAD 
   Angle conversions for most common engineering DEG / RAD 
   RECT / POLAR setting 

5. Conversions 
   Wye (star) to Delta 
   Delta to Wye 
   Three phase to sequence components 
   Sequence components to three phase 
   Parallel calc : X || Y converted to X.  
   All calculations can be Real or Complex. 

6. Constants: 
  pi   
   i = 1 ∠ 90°,    
   a = 1 ∠ 120°,    
   a2 = 1 ∠ 240°

4. Angle mode / conversion / Rectangular / Polar 
5. Conversions / Calculations 
6. Constants

Example:


Find the sequence components of a voltage 
measured to be 120∠0, 21∠120, 31∠240.


DEG POLAR SIG 3 
120 [ENTER] 
21 [ENTER] 120 [COMPLEX] 
31 [ENTER] 240 [COMPLEX] 
[>012] 

Example:


Find the delta equivalent of components of an 
impedance measured to be 6∠0, 12∠-90, 
11∠-90.


DEG POLAR SIG 3 
6 [ENTER] 
12 [ENTER] -90 [COMPLEX] 
11 [ENTER] -90 [COMPLEX] 
[Y>D] 

It is intended that the WP43S function SIGFIG, set 
to say 30 digits, will eliminate annoying rounding 
errors like this. The functionality of SIGFIG remains 
to be seen as it is not detailed in the 43S manual.

https://forum.swissmicros.com/viewtopic.php?f=2&t=2216


 
1. �  menu calling sequences: 
  
 � � �   in Layout 1B 
 � �   in Layout 42B. 
 � � �  key shortcut 
 � LONGPRESS  key shortcut 

            The same sequence, or �  pops the �  screen off to reveal the previous menu. 

Currently, there is a 4 second shift clear, i.e. after 4 seconds [f] and [g] will cancel. 

2. The extended HOME menu in Layout 42B displays and accesses [g] keys on an unmodified DM42. 

3.  Auto DROP: is included. CLR (backspace) pressed twice in rapid succession (� � ) performs 
DROP.  Key repeat must be within 500 ms. 

4. Auto CLSTK: is included. CLR (backspace) (� ) pressed for longer than 0.8 s clears the stack. 

5. eRPN: Entry RPN (eRPN) is included in MODE and means “no ENTER stack lift”, as done in RPL and 
on the HP20B/30B. See Richard J Nelson in "HP RPN Evolves”. 

  

 �  �  �  �  [FN2] toggles the setting true or false. 

6. Radiobuttons and Checkboxes are included for all options, regardless if indications are found in the 
status line on top of the screen, or elsewhere. All options selections are made with either Radiobuttons 
or Checkboxes. This is a visual UI tool to visualise selections, similar to the options of the HP42S. 

  

  
  
  

 Comparative: H P42S vs. WP43C vs. HP48SX radio button options. 

 Radiobuttons: One option of the group can be active at a time. 
 Checkboxes: Multiple options in the group may be simultaneously selected. 
 
7. Menu status indications are provided for all settings with values/parameters. 

 Example: DisplaySTACK = 4, etc. 

 
8. Shift indicators: [f] and [g] softmenu dot and line indicators for shift selection: 
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20. Calculator operation notes

Direct 
access

Line

Single FN longpress

https://forum.swissmicros.com/viewtopic.php?f=2&t=2216
http://h20331.www2.hp.com/hpsub/downloads/S07%20HP%20RPN%20Evolves%20V5b.pdf


9. Special keyboard operations: 

Key Action Conditions Related 
settings

Cycles through f, g and clear shift Shifts auto clear any 
shift after 4 s

SH_4s

HOME.3 
SH.3T

Shifts auto clear any 
shift after 4 s

SH_4s

Selects either f or g shift. No auto shift clear 
In normal calculator 
mode only

User mode, “U 
Shift” package

Displays CLX top left. CLX when 
released. NOP if kept in for 1 s.

In normal calculator 
mode only

Does CLX and DROP In normal calculator 
mode only

Displays CLSTK top left. CLSTK when 
released. NOP if kept in for 1 s.

In normal calculator 
mode only

Displays function name top left, and 
executes function upon release

In normal calculator 
mode only

Displays f-function name top left, and 
executes f-function upon release.

In normal calculator 
mode only

Displays g-function name top left, and 
executes g-function upon release.

In normal calculator 
mode only

Displays NOP and does nothing upon 
release.

In normal calculator 
mode only

Start g-selection, displays g-function, 
executes upon release.

In normal calculator 
mode only

Displays NOP and does nothing upon 
release.

In normal calculator 
mode only 

DM42 only

G2TAP

�  FN longpress/keep in 
longer than 0.45 s and 
release (1.35 s)

�  FN press/release 
shorter than 0.45 s

�  press/release before 
0.8 s

� � �  consecutive 
presses in less than 1 s

Cycles from f to g to �  and stays 
in �

�  �  FN double click, 
second press within 0.15 
s, keep key pressed 
longer than 0.45 s

�  FN longpress/release 
after 0.45 s (0.9 s)

�  long press/release 
after more than 0.8 s

�  press

�  press

Activates / de-activates �  menu

�  �  FN double click, 
second press within 0.15 
s

�  FN longpress/release 
after 0.45 s

�  �  2nd press within 
0.5 s

�  long press, 
exceeding 0.58 s per 
step
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Summary: From user H2X: “I just want to point out, for the record and any potential readers who are put 
off by it, that the only thing that really has to be learned about the yellow [SHIFT] key on the WP43C is 
the following fundamental cycle: 

• One normal press to activate the f shift mode. 
• One normal press to activate the g shift mode. 
• One normal press to return to unshifted mode. 
• One more thing - the cycle resets if you wait too long (≈ 5 seconds) before completing the shifted 

operation. 

These are executed as perfectly normal single presses. There is no double or triple click here (anybody 
familiar with a computer mouse knows the difference between single, double, and triple clicks). 

Everything else are easter eggs and shortcuts for the benefit of those who find them, and find them 
worthwhile to remember.  

Just saying, in case anybody thinks the [SHIFT] key operation is too complicated to give the WP43C a 
go." 

The single largest user interface change from the WP43S certainly would be conversion of the single shift 
key of the WP43C based on the DM42 keyboard as opposed to the separate f and g keys on the WP43S: 

1. Single shift key operation: One press of shift brings up the f mode and another press the g mode. 
These can be tapped slowly or in rapid succession, i.e. double tap to reach g from no shift state. 

1. Use �  to access gold [f] shifts. 
2. Use � �  to access blue [g] shifts. 

2. Longpress shift: The shift key press can also be a long continuous keypress, which then changes the 
shift mode first to f mode, then to g mode, then to the HOME menu. 

1. Use � LONGPRESS to access gold [f] shifts, blue [g] shifts and the HOME menu. 

3. Shift indicators: There are three on screen indicators to show which shift mode is active and which 
softmenu row is applicable.  

 
1. f/g text: There is a f/g indication on screen, in the 

top left corner, as per W|P43S. 

2. Dots: There are dots on the extreme sides of the 
softmenu line, indicating the f and g lines 
respectively. 

3. Underline: There are lines underlining the 
selected shifted function keys, for the f and g 
shifted cases. 

(2) and (3) need not be activated at the same time and 
the default is the underlining. 

4. Longpress FN key: Direct access the shifted FN keys without prior shift key, by holding in the key. This 
will cause the function to be displayed in the top left corner as usual. The primary function, f-function 
and g-function are cycled every second while keeping the button in, timing out to NOP. 
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21. f and g shift operations

https://forum.swissmicros.com/viewtopic.php?f=2&t=2216


1. The selected function is shown with single 
underlining. 

2. This can be seen as an extension of the NOP 
functionality of the normal keys, first affording the 
opportunity to access all the alternative functions 
on a key, then timing out to NOP. 

5. Double click: Additionally, double tap of a FN key 
provides a shortcut to the g(FN) function if this is 

enabled in CFG, option �  . To facilitate a double click functionality, this setting �  
introduces a small delay for the primary FN keys. 

6. Separate f and g keys: Separate function keys f and g are provided as USER keys, selected by the 
option �  .  

 
1. A pre-packed assign profile to change the shifts is 

selectable in the PPP menu on g[1].  

2. The �  package re-maps the standard SIN, 
COS and TAN keys, to TRIG, f & g respectively, 
operating similar to the WP43S shift keys.  

3. After remapping, the USER command toggles 
between User mode for individual f and g shifts, and Normal mode. 

In this mode, [USER] is mapped to the top left key in both USER mode and normal mode and this enables 
rapid and easy switching between USER mode and Normal mode by simply using the [𝝨+] button. 
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TAM layout ALPHA Layout

In progress

https://forum.swissmicros.com/viewtopic.php?f=2&t=2216
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22. Full BLUE key Layout 42B for unmodified DM42 

LAYOUT 42B is the layout used on the DM42 without a label template. 

It differs from the “ideal” Layout 1B which is automatically assigned to the simulator. 

The main advantage of Layout 42B is that the gold labels on the WP43C allocation largely correspond with the DM42 
hardware gold labels, which of course cannot be changed. 

Layout 42B better fits to the 
unmodified DM42 keyboard layout. 
The differences between Layouts 
1B and 42B below: 

The obvious problem is to deal 
with the lack of blue labels on the 
unmodified DM42. 

This can be addressed way as 
follows: 

1. Print a paper label, cut it out 
and overlay over the keys.  

This is a difficult process 
which does not often 
result in a nice template. 

2. Print this page in colour and 
keep it around for a peek at 
what the blue labels are.  

This method relies on 
looking at the layout when 
you need it, and eventually 
remembering the 
commonly used blue functions. 

3. Use the legend in the �  menu indicating where blue labels are.  

�  �  reaches the g-key legend. 

This method also relies on eventually remembering the commonly 
used blue functions. 

I use all three methods and the result is surprisingly effective.

WP43C LAYOUT 1 WP43C LAYOUT 42

Blue labels not present on real DM42 
platform,  illustrative only 

DM42 LAYOUT

https://forum.swissmicros.com/viewtopic.php?f=2&t=2216


 
 

A menu screen was added to the standard INFO menu, to host the additional WP43C settings. 

Pressing the softkey, results in a value pushed to the stack, in X.  

The coding of these values are as follows: 
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WP43C, added:

WP43C & WP43S:

i Dflt?  Input default type 0=Long Integer/REAL/Short Integer (default) 
     2=REAL,  
     4=Complex, 
     6=Short Integer 
     7=Long Integer 
      
eRPN?  eRPN   0=RPN, 1=eRPN 

HOME? HOME   1=HOME base screen, 0=MyMenu (WP43S)    

aHOME? ALPHA HOME 1=ALPHA HOME base screen, 0=Mya (WP43S) 

23. INFO menu

https://forum.swissmicros.com/viewtopic.php?f=2&t=2216
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24. Xxx menu

https://forum.swissmicros.com/viewtopic.php?f=2&t=2216
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Steps on the WP43C: 

• f[STAT] 
• [ST_GRF] 
• [CLΣ] 
• [VECTOR] 
• 4 ENTER 5 [Σ+] 
• 3 [+/-] ENTER 6 
[+/-] [Σ+] 

• 3 ENTER 0 [Σ+] 
• SUM [Σ-] 
• PLOT

( 5, 4) Σ+ 
(-6,-3) Σ+ 
( 0, 3) Σ+ 

SUM to get the resulting 
vector and subtract the 
resulting vector to go to the 
origin. Then PLOT. 

SUM, gives (-1,4) 
Σ- 

PLOT 

From the origin, add three vectors, find the resultant, and show that if you subtract the resultant, it 
ends in the origin.

25. VECTORS (STAT MENU)

More examples:

DEMO4 in Vector Mode DEMO6 in Vector Mode

DEMO6, last 10 vectors entered, in LISTXY

https://forum.swissmicros.com/viewtopic.php?f=2&t=2216


The GRAPH function is located in the X.FN menu. 

The graphing function is provided and this will plot the function described by a RPN function. 

The details of the programming of functions will only be clear once the RPN programming is available in 
WP43S. 

Below example is done with a hard programmed emulated RPN function and it is expected that user 
programmed RPN functions with labels would be used in the same way. 

 

 

 

: 
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Simulated RPN function 
calculated below:


01 LBL C 
02 RAD 
03 STO 99 
04 SIN 
05 RCL 99 
06 / 
07 RET 

Note this is not WP43C 
code, it is a typical 

Axis ranges
Screen shot 

saved to 

/SCREENS

Axis tick 
resolution

help screenPlot command

Graph axis 
limits

Graph axis 
spacing intervals, 

0=auto

Scale indicating 

26. GRAPH

https://forum.swissmicros.com/viewtopic.php?f=2&t=2216


 

Name Type Location Location2 Description

SIG n
Display 
mode DISP

Similar to FIX, but maintaining n significant 
digits while zeroing all insignificant digits. 
Application: Engineering. Using readings 
from thermometers, rulers, ammeters, etc. 
Analogous to the accuracy of a slide rule.

UNIT n Display 
mode DISP Similar to ENG: Display k instead of x103, 

M instead of x106, n instead of x10-9, etc. 

>>LI Command INTS Change number type: R>SI>LI

SI<< Command INTS Change number type: R>LI>SI

>LI<>SI Command INTS Change number type: R>LI, then LI<>SI

.ms Command CONV [g]LOG Convert to between d.ms, h.ms and 
current angle mode. 

HOME Setting MODE, CFG HOME / MYMENU selection

⍺HOME Setting MODE, CFG ⍺HOME / My⍺ selection

COMPLEX Function CPX L1B: f(Enter) 
L42B: f(Enter)

HP42S compatible COMPLEX function.

CC Function CPX L1B: f(Enter) 
L42B: f(Enter)

WP43S Complex Construct

mm.Hg➔Pa Function UNIT Unit conversion added

Pa➔mm.Hg Function UNIT Unit conversion added

∠ Function
L1B: g[STO] 
L42B: g[R] 

Complex angle. Temporary 
implementation. Uses stack: 
Change X to complex by adding 0+i0, 
change to polar, DropY, restore polar 
mode. 
Code: 0 0 CC + POLAR CC DROPY

STO Z, 
STO V,  
STO I

Command ELEC
Store triple registers in 90-92, 93-95, 
96-98 respectively

RCL Z,  
RCL V, 
RCL I

Command ELEC
Recall triple registers from 90-92, 93-95, 
96-98 respectively

V/I Function ELEC Do triple register divide for Ohm’s Law

IxZ Function ELEC Do triple register multiplication for Ohm’s 
Law

V/Z Function ELEC Do triple register divide for Ohm’s Law

X-> BAL Function ELEC Create balanced ABC quantity from X, into 
X, Y, Z

|| Function ELEC Do X register parallel with Y register

Name

�

�

�

�

�

�
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27. New Functions/modes/settings not in WP43S

https://forum.swissmicros.com/viewtopic.php?f=2&t=2216


L1B: Keyboard layout for simulator and DM42 keyboard label overlay

L42B: Keyboard layout for DM42 compatible 

Y->D Function ELEC Do star to delta impedance calculation

D-Y Function ELEC Do delta to star impedance calculation

abc->012 Function ELEC Do three phase to symmetrical 
components

012->abc Function ELEC Do symmetrical components to three 
phase 

e^ϴi Function ELEC Do Euler’s formula with theta in X register

GRAPH Menu X.FN Graph menu

PLT.GRF Command GRAPH Plot a graph using an RPN function

S.SHOT Command GRAPH [f/g] [DISP] Screenshot of graph saved to /SCREENS

Type Location Location2 DescriptionName
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The following keys operate the simulator: 


FN1   FN2   FN3   FN4   FN5   FN6
add inv    sqrt  log    ln    xeq
mem   rcl   down  sin   cos   tan
ENTER w     neg   eex   BACK
Up    7     8     9     /
Dn    4     5     6     *
Lshft 1     2     3     -
Esc   0     .     \     +

Ctrl-h to “hardcopy” screen to clipboard.
Ctrl-c to copy X
Ctrl-d to copt all lettered registers
Ctrl-a to copy all registers

In addition, in alpha mode, 
- SHFT-A through SHFT-Z does case change “A” through “Z”. 
- 1 through 0 on the keyboard auto shifts and produces 1 through 0. 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28. Simulator Operation

FN1    FN2    FN3    FN4    FN5    FN6

a      v      q      o      l      x

m      r      d      s      c      t

ENTER         w      n      e      BACK

Up      7       8       9       /

Dn      4       5       6       *

L shift 1       2       3       - 

Esc     0       .       \       +

In Alpha mode, right shift shifts case.

https://forum.swissmicros.com/viewtopic.php?f=2&t=2216
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29. WP43C simulator photographs compared with other calculators

10
5.0

 m
m re

al 
/ 7

4.7
 m

m in
 do

c 

WP43C overlay (ON SCALE) HP48SX (not to scale) HP35s (ON SCALE)

WP43C L1A (Optimal) (ON SCALE)WP43C L2 (DM42) (ON SCALE) ALPHA MODE (ON SCALE)

DM42 (ON SCALE)HP42S (ON SCALE) HP32SII (ON SCALE)

Needs to be updated

Needs to be updated

Needs to be updated

https://forum.swissmicros.com/viewtopic.php?f=2&t=2216





A keyboard overlay 
design is in process of 
being g designed.  

Inautilus is driving this 
effort. The latest 
mockups are being 
circulated for comment. 

Note that these designs 
are NOT close final and 
currently stands at layout 
and fonts selection tests. 
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27. Keyboard overlay

Needs to be updated

https://forum.swissmicros.com/viewtopic.php?f=2&t=2216





Added new links in red.  

Note the relevant project WP43S / WP43C links below: 

- Main WP43S sourceforge project page.  

- Walter’s 43S News on SwissMicros Forum. 

- Paul Dale’s 43S Assistance request on HPMuseum forums. 

- Walter’s post on SwissMicros Forum on 43S hijacking. 

- WP43S code on Gitlab.  

- WP43C code on Gitlab. 

- DMCP interface description on SwissMicros site.  

- John Boyden’s Mac install post of 6 May 2019. 

- Hoverbeek’s Mac install follow up thread. 

- Jaymos’s HP Keyboard comparisons.  

- Jake Schwartz’s HP Keyboard comparisons. 

- Pahhc Keyboard comparisons from HHC2000. 

- Richard J Nelson’s eRPN discussion. 

- Hans Klaver’s RPN tutorial or on wayback machine RPN. (Search “Entry RPN”). 
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30. Resources and references

https://forum.swissmicros.com/viewtopic.php?f=2&t=2216
https://sourceforge.net/projects/wp43s/
https://forum.swissmicros.com/viewtopic.php?f=2&t=1816&sid=3958904447cb1b55095fbd53a9650290
https://www.hpmuseum.org/forum/thread-12889.html?highlight=43s
https://forum.swissmicros.com/viewtopic.php?f=2&t=2216&p=13130&hilit=hijacking#p13130
https://gitlab.com/Over_score/wp43s
https://gitlab.com/Jaymos/wp43c
http://www.swissmicros.com/dm42/doc/DMCP-ifc-html/index.html
https://forum.swissmicros.com/viewtopic.php?f=2&t=1816&p=10655&hilit=Xcode#p10655
https://forum.swissmicros.com/viewtopic.php?f=2&t=2242
http://cocoon-creations.com/download/2019-08-19_HP_keypad_COMPARISON.pdf
http://pahhc.org/2010/Articles/HHC2000%20A%20Survey%20of%20HP%20Numeric%20Keypads.pdf
http://pahhc.org/2010/Articles/HHC2000%20HP%20Numeric%20Keypads%20Slides.pdf
http://h20331.www2.hp.com/hpsub/downloads/S07%20HP%20RPN%20Evolves%20V5b.pdf
https://hansklav.home.xs4all.nl/rpn/index.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20190528144100/https://www.hansklav.home.xs4all.nl/rpn/index.html


�  
2020-01-01 
FIXED: Dani reported: Bugs in the glyphs code in softmenu.c 
FIXED: “ALL 0” does not show the “0” 
FIXED: Elec formats: if real is used a= is not written.  
Added sample longintREAL data in registers 10->13, for the 3 cubes = 3 problem. 
Changed FGDOTS and FGLINE to fgDOTS and fgLINE 
Changed ELEC2: V/Z to 3V/3Z 
Changed Pa->mmHg and SB Home - were too long for catalog 
Changed long items’ catalog text, shorten or use short space. Eg. EM3 with CONV UP 
FIXED GAP0 not showing. 
FIXED: Remove settings SH.3t, SH.4s from catalog 
FIXED: << >> 

ADDED special functionality for >R and >P. If a complex number is on X, it rather does RECT or POLAR. 
Improvement: We need to make >R & >P more intelligent as they are taking up valuable keyboard space. My 
proposal is the >R must check if X = complex number. If it is complex, the >R will rather call RECT. Same for 
>P and  POLAR. I suggested this months ago. Walter clearly doesn’t want to. 

ADDED: Draw diagonal line across the softkey if there is no fnXXXX in items. 

CHANGED: keys & menus to Layout 1B: 
   Moved d.ms from g[sqrt] to menu MODE to be together with DEG/RAD/… 
   Placed nth-root-of-y on g[sqrt] (key 3, top row) 
   Moved SAVE from g[1] to the I/O menu to be with LOAD etc. 
   Moved ASN menu (43C assign) from f[1] to g[1] 
   Placed ASSIGN (43S future assign) to f[1] 
   Moved UNIT from g[5] to a sub menu inside CONV 
   Placed BASE on g[5] 

CHANGED MENU: Menu changes 
   Move MULpi to F4 in menu CONV 
   Removed INTS and BITS menus from BASE as it is easy enough to get them on g[6] and g[x].  
   In BASE menu, re-arranges settings to line f and convert functions to primaries 
   In BASE menu, change >SI to have double functionality [LI <> SI] which changes from real to LI, and if LI to 
SI| and if SI to LI. 
   In BASE I added the A-F keys, as I find I change between BASE and INTS all the time for that reason. 
   In BASE: I questioned whether [->SI] is needed as there is also >Hex, >BIN … the conclusion it is not 
needed 
   In BASE menu, Make a BASE, >>LONGINT button. I changed “>SI” to be “R>L<>SI” which is the missing 
conversion from Real to Longint; then back and forth between Longint to shortint; and if shortint, to longint. 
   In CONV, added >h.ms 
LAYOUT 2: DM42 
SAVE removed from g[1] 
ASSIGN ASN on [1] as per Layout 1B. The menu is now on blue. 
UNIT removed from g[5] 
INFO g[7] swapped with VIEW g[.] for two reasons: 1. I use the emulator L1B a lot and I frequently get 
confused on the DM42 with INFO on g[7]. 2. I feel that VIEW (View a register) sits nicely next to REGS.V 
(views many registers). 

2020-01-13 
UPDATED: gitignore to allow exe file. 
FIXED: “mass” to be “Mass” 
ADDED: .ms 
  .ms: Make h.ms: .ms and let this button cycle: -> d.ms -> h.ms -> .d and again 
  .ms: h.ms replace with .ms 
  .ms: Remove .d. There is a .d key right next door. 
FIXED: SIGFIG Bug:  0.757 SIG 2 produces 0.767 instead of 0.757  

31. Chronological edits and changes since 2020-01-01
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FIXED and reported: 43S: RCL 5 ENTER does not work 
FIXED sample Sum of Cubes = 3 data, which was not entered as longings but reals. R10-R13 
ADDED the sum of cubes = 42 constants to registers, for testing purposes. R14-R17 
FIXED: Change name of RM to RMODE (rounding mode) 
FIXED: STAT entry needs n: add ITM_NSIGMA 
ADDED: UNDO. Use Martin’s Restorestack. It is incomplete. 
FIXED: line up of longints in stack. 
FIXED Reconsider << >>. Reported in 43C. Removed “CONFIRMED” from << and >> 
FIXED: Dani’s HMS "If structure" after Testsuite build import wa fixed; 
FIXED: LastX fixed for fnJM 
FIXED: TRIG menu, remove Multpi, replace with d.ms. Change RECT with >R and POLAR with >P. These are 
the same as keyboard, therefore if REALs, it will change X and Y, and if X is complex, it will do RECT and 
POLAR. It is for the USER mode with shifts, where the >R and >P is not available on keys. 
CHANGED: Renamed >>L to ->L and S<< to S<- 
ADDED: Added .d to fnJM and index.func 
ADDED: FN KEYS: temporary fix to have g(FN) keys hand eei 9 
ADDED: The various conversions to INTS menu.  
ADDED: .ms to CONV menu 
FIXED. NIM GAP spacing dynamically change: 
Gap = Per gap setting for real or longint 
Gap = 2 fixed for SI: HEX and BASE 4 
Gap = 4 fixed for SI: BIN 
Gap = 3 fixed for SI: OCT 
Gap = 3 fixed for SI: DEC and other bases 

Changed default setup to: DENMAX=32, DENFAC. Stack 8, ALL3, LEAD0, CPXRES, DANGERFLAG,  
Changed x! Limit to higher 
Reinstated the longer longint length 
Revised GRAPH Limits to more precision and spacing.  

2020-02-01 
• The changes to the HOME menu sequence can be summarised: 

• Top rows: angle modes were reduced to 3 only, I.e. DEG/RAD/d.ms. 
• Top rows: j added. I will make this sensitive to the setting, I.e. i or j 
• Top rows: RECT/POLAR remains, complete with radio button indicating the mode. 
• Top rows: remain constant over all five screens. 

• Bottom rows: replicate the four f-shifted top row exp functions on primaries. No HP had both x^2 
and sort(X) on primaries but this one does. 

• Bottom rows: have pi and CLSTK instead of f[RND] and f[GTO] respectively. 
• Bottom row is active when no menu is displayed. 
• Bottom rows: remain constant over all five screens. 

• Middle row HOME 1: Has >R and >P because Layout42B does not have blue labels showing >R 
and >P. This is the new context sensitive >R and >P which works differently for complex and real 
types. 

• Middle row HOME 1: Has || to save finding X.FN Up to get ||. And x! To save finding PROB menu. 
• Middle row HOME 1: Has |x| and angle as this is also on hidden blue labels on the Layout42B. 
• Middle row HOME 2: Has all the DISP modes handy. 
• Middle row HOME 3: SI prefixes. 
• Middle row HOME 4: Conveniently has menus, TRIG (on no key), EXP/CPX/X.FN all on blues, 

MyMenu (not on key) and ELEC on X.FN. 
• Middle row HOME 5: INTEGER type conversions/functions. 

• INFO: The diagonal line across each softkey that is not yet implemented was taken over by 43S. 
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• CHANGED: Numerical input GAP setting changed. It is now dynamically changing, i.e. Gap=2 for SI: HEX 
and BASE 4; Gap=4 for SI: BIN; Gap=3 for SI: OCT; Gap=3 for SI: DEC and for other bases. 43S does not 
want this. 

• CHANGED the functionality of >R & >P in the HOME menu and on the keyboard as follows: If a complex 
number in X, it does RECT or POLAR MODE change. If not, normal >R or <P will be performed on X & Y. 
(https://forum.swissmicros.com/viewtopic.php?f=2&t=1816&p=11834&hilit=RECT+POLAR#p11834 
request 4, WP43S did not respond). 

• ADDED: .ms to CONV menu and to top row. .ms is a function in place of d.ms on g[LN]. .ms cycles and 
converts to d.ms, h.ms and current angle mode. 

• ADDED: FN KEYS: according to the primary line of the HOME menu, also when no softmenu is showing. 
• CHANGED: line up the display of longints in stack and REGS.V. 43S did not confirm if they will change it 

like this. 
• ADDED: UNDO. Activation of incomplete UNDO function code. Works well, but not implemented all over. 
• CHANGED: Change name of RM to RMODE (rounding mode) 
• ADDED: Additional function RND identical to ROUND, to fit on the keyboard. Retaining both ROUND in 

menu and RND on keyboard. 
• ADDED: Placed RND on key f[E+]. 
• CHANGED:  default calculator setup to: Stack 8, ALL3, LEAD0 set, CPXRES set, DANGERFLAG set. 
• CHANGED: x! Increased from the limit of 450! to 1388!. It is experimental.  
• CHANGED: longint length from 3328 binary digits to 15000 (4500 decimal digits). This is experimental 

and may well be reduced to 2500 decimal degits. The previous WP43S longint maximum some time ago 
was set to 8192 (2450 decimal digits) before this was changed to 3328 which is 1000 digits. 

• CHANGED: the GRAPH Limits to display more precision and better spacing.  
• ADDED: a screen shot / snapshot button for the GRAPH menu, to output  the produced graph to /

SCREENS. 
• ADDED: SHIFT-DISP (standard DM42) for screen shot.Get another trigger button for screen dump, 

maybe double EXIT. The current trigger button does a NOP which spoils the graph. 
• CHANGED: On Layout42B, the yellow label determines that CLR must be on yellow and UNDO on blue. 

On Layout1B it is the other way around. 
• ADDED: SI prefix commands, pico, nano, micro, mille, kilo, Mega on one line of the HOME menu 
• CHANGED: Dani’s suggestion: Moved “s->year" and "year->s" from UNIT to CLK? CLK is a combination 

of setup type and conversion type functions. Conversions on the first page and setup on the second.  
• ADDED: To DOC: make list of functions incl Lastx and UNDO      

  
• ADDED some temporary sample data in registers 10 through 20: 

• the sum of cubes = 42 constants to registers, for testing purposes. R14-R17 
• the sum of Cubes = 3 constants to registers, for testing purposes. R10-R13 
• To use, type: RCL11 3 [y^x] RCL12 [y^x] RCL13  [y^x] + +  
• Pi fraction to 37 digits: http://qin.laya.com/tech_projects_approxpi.html 
• To use, type: RCL19 RCL20 / to get 37 digits of pi, but only 34 will be in the REAL stack. 

2020-02-12 -> 
Restore UNIT to g[5], move BASE to g[1], move PPP to CFG. 
Install DMCP 3.17 

2020-02-17 
Issue Firmware release 23 
Modified SHOW to have large letters 
Re-edited all older parts of this document. 
SHOW: 

•   Displays Real, Complex, Alpha Strings using the large font 
•   Displays Shortints using large font, with leading zeroes always on. 
•   Displays Long integers using large font until the screen is full, then changes to small text. 
•   If no softmenu is up, SHOW pages Up and Dn to all stack registers and 100 registers. Any other 

key exits show and executes as per normal. 
•   If no softmenu is up, Up and Dn starts SHOW and browses through registers. 

2020-03-09 
Added Swissmicros DMCP 3.17 programs. No need to upgrade the DM42 to higher than the 
normal latest DM42 program.
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SHOW: Displays Shortints using large font, with leading zeroes always on.

SHOW: Displays Real, Complex, Alpha Strings using large font

SHOW: Displays Long integers using large font until the screen is full, then changes to small 
text.

SHOW: If no softmenu is up, SHOW can page Up and Dn to all stack registers and 100 
registers. Any other key exits show and executes as per normal.

Fixed bug Caps do not work at all when AlphaHome was up

Re-arranged: PPP and UNIT are back, BASE moved up to g[CHS].

Fixed Package2 for CC - Did not work anymore after CPX move

Add original SHOW to SHOW, and the new SHOW to VIEW

Changed the 4 x alpha icons at the bottom to single characters, for larger font use in the 
template.


2020-03-16 (Rev27) 
Indicate NORMAL mode Sigma+ : changed name in normal mode on emulator key

Indicate and assigned ALPHA key yellow

Made ALPHA orange if assigned to a button

Made f/g faded HP yellow

Removed ALPHAintl from Sigma+

Fixed alpha divide to be marked divide on bezel not slash

I added AlphaHoverGold and fgHoverGold

I made the fg ines disappear when yu go outside of NormalMode.

I put CHR_SQUARE_ROOT on AIM f[B]

I put CHR_NUMBER_SIGN on AIM f[C]

I removed PRINT from g[EXIT] to IO

I change PPP to PAC, to see how it looks.

I enlarged AlphaDot on g[.]

Added USER_ALPHA, which makes Sigma+ AIM command

Fixed some fg colour issues in TAM and AIM  modes; 

Corrected Alphadot using a glyph within the font; 

Added a blue shift on Sigma+ in PPP mode; 

Shortened LONG press from 450 to 400.

Alpha mode: Change R/S to / on f


Shortened the gold&blue lines and removed vertical lines

Added white line under Sigma+ and SIN

Added STAT PLOT. Not complete. Needs a few checks to manage memory usage. Be careful, 
you may crash the calculator.

Fixed the .d issue from softmenu in Layout42C, raised by Nigel.

PPP changed to K.PK 


2020-04-15 (Rev28) 
Nigel bug: CC fixed to work from softmenu. Bugfix CC. 

Nigel bug: # fixed to work from softmenu

Added more SI prefixes (f, G, T) in HOME menu

Simulator swap for L1/L42 added

Change label REGS.V to REGS

Change label FLAGS.V to FLGS

Changed label K.PK > KEYS

Fixed name change from RM to RMODE
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Fixed STAT entry needs (n add ITM_NSIGMA)

Fixed GAP during entry: changed OCT to groups of 3

Fixed NIM GAP spacing to dynamically change

Added more key profiles for the top left Σ+ key 

Updated ALL L42 HOME pages to be dynamically changing for assigned keys

Corrected CC position in L42

Swap E+ and E- in STAT menu to suit new top row of white FN keys

Fixed: “Data point 001 does not show anymore.”

Re-arranged blue functions to shift math to shifted [XEQ]

Simulator updated. ON moved. 

Simulator update: printer icon spaced, alpha home button added. Colours updated. 

Simulator: 43S graphical simulator not adopted because we have dynamic key changing 
which does not (yet) work in 43S

STAT graph menu: added print stats to file 

STAT graph menu: added list last 10 stats entries

Corrected vector graphic bug for dy=0. No arrow was drawn horizontally.

GRAPH copied to be an entry into the EQN softmenu

WHO screen display improved

Nigel bug: Up/Dn cursor issue fixed

Integrated the new SHOW

L42 KEYS mode clashing CC and USER fixed

Bugfix shift 8 (*) does not work in simulator

Changed label LASTx > LSTx

Changed label BASE back to BASE
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